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Abstract. On October 9, 1993, observationswere made from the National Center for

AtmosphericResearchElectraaircraftduringa flight from Maui, Hawaii, towarda lowpressuresystemNW of theisland,a flight of 7 hoursin total. The leadingedge(wall) of
a brightairglowlayer wasobserved900 km NW of Maui at 0815 UT, which was

traveling
at 75 rns'• towardtheSE,reaching
Haleakala,
Maui,about3.25hourslater[see
Swensonand Espy, 1995]. An intriguingfeatureassociated
with the eventwasthe large
increasein the mesospheric
Na columndensityat the wall (~180%). The enhancement
wasdistributedover a broadregionof altitudeandwasaccompanied
by significant
perturbations
in the Meinel (OH) andNa D line airglowemissionintensities,as well as
the temperature.This paperdescribes
an investigationof the combinedmeasurements
from the aircraftandat Haleakala,includingan analysisof the eventusinga gravitywave
dynamicmodel.The modeledatmospheric
variationsassociated
with the leadingedgeof
the "wall" wave are thenappliedto modelsof the neutralandionic chemistryof sodium
in orderto establishwhetherthe enhancement
wascausedby the releaseof atomicNa
from a local reservoirspecies,as opposedto redistributionby horizontalconvection.
The mostlikely explanationfor the Na releasewasthe neutralizationof Na+ionsin a
sporadicE layerthatwasfirst transported
downwardby a largeamplitude(=10%)
atmospheric
gravitywave andthenverticallymixedasthe wave pushedthe atmosphere
into a superadiabaticstatewith associated
convectiveinstabilitiesand overturning.

1. Introduction

the rate of charge transfer reactionsis limited by the low
concentrationsof the major E region ions suchas NO + and
Interest in the layer of atomic Na in the upper meso- O2+. Most of the currentknowledgeabout thesechemical
spherehas grown becauseof its extensiveuse as a tracerof processeshas come from laboratorystudiesduring the past
atmosphericdynamicsand temperature,when the layer is 15 years, which have been reviewed by Plane and Helmer
observedby a narrowbandNa lidar [e.g., Billset al., 1991]. [1994], A detailed discussionof the chemistryis contained
The major sourceof the metal is meteoric ablation, and it in an accompanyingpaper [Plane et al., this issue],which
existsglobally as a layer of neutralmetal atomsbecausethe also demonstratesthat the time-averagedcharacteristicsof
atmosphereat about90 km altitudeis chemicallyreducing the layer can now be modeledquite satisfactorilyat a range
[Plane, 1991]. Below this altitude, Na is oxidized by a of latitudes and seasons.
sequenceof reactionsinvolving 03, H20, and CO2 to form
Recently, becauseof the substantialinterestin using
NaHCO3, and higher up photo-ionization and charge the layer as a dynamicaltracer,attentionhas alsofocused
transfer lead to the productionof Na+. At about 90 km, on the effects of short-termperturbationsto the layer. For
however,the formationof NaHCO3 is largely preventedby example, Hickey and Plane [1995] have examinedthe
the relatively high concentrationsof atomic O and H, and effectsof gravitywaveson theNa layerby usinga detailed
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and Espy [1995], referred to hereafter as SE95. The wave

(a)

eventwaswell characterized
overseveralhoursusingboth
airborneandground-based
lidarsandopticalinstruments.
The presentpaperdescribesan analysisof this data set

11o

105

throughthe completecharacterization
of the wave and its

lOO

associated
atmospheric
variability.Thisin turnprovides
theopportunity
to examine
theresponse
of theNa layerto a

9s

sudden,large-scale
perturbation.
The ANLC/ALOHA campaignusedairglow,lidar,and
radarremotesensing
methods
to studythemesosphere
with
a numberof objectivesincludingtropospheric
convection
sourcesof atmosphericgravity waves (AGWs). The
missionon October9, 1993, was a flight towarda lowpressuredisturbancein the Pacific,a potentialsourceof
AGWs. At about0815 UT, a very brighttransitionin OH
airglow (a changeof 60-85% ) was observed-900 km NW
en route to the low-pressuresystemlocated-2000 km NW
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of Maui (Figure1). It wasnotedat thissameboundary
(which was the outboundleg of the flight) that the Na
columndensityin the 80-110km altituderegionincreased
by 180%andremained
at elevated
levelsthrough
therestof
the flight. The leadingedgeof the wall had an observed
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phasevelocity(Co)of 75 m s-I towardtheSW andpassed
Haleakala at 1130 UT (SE95). However, as the wave
nearedMaui, the very substantialreleaseof Na ceased,and
a normaldynamicresponseto theNa distributionwasnoted
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asthe wavepassedHaleakala.By a normalresponse,
we
meanthoseNa densitychanges
dueto redistribution
by the
waveperturbation
only,exclusive
of chemical
changes.
It is veryunusual
to be ableto trackandstudya single
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atmosphericgravity wave (AGW) for such an extended
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periodof time,although
thishasbeenaccomplished
by allsky imagers from the ground [e.g., see Taylor and Plate 1. A contour plot of time versusaltitude for the
Hapgood,1988;Swenson
andMende,1994]. In thepresent aircraftNa measurements
for the(a) outbound
portionand

case,however, we were able to study the wave at two (b) returnflight asmappedin Figtire1.
locationsseparatedby approximately900 km, between
which the wave traveled in slightly over 3 hours. A consistent if the wind were directed the SE at 75 m s-• over
modelingstudywas thereforeperformedto simulatethe the altituderange of the observedNa increaseextending
atmosphericresponsesassociatedwith the wave. Pertur- from 900 km NW of Maui to Haleakala. It will be shown
bations
to thetemperature
profileat Haleakala,
recorded
by in the analysisof the observationsthat case2 is ruled out as
theNa density/temperature
lidarduringthetransition
of the a likely causeandthattheNa releaseappearsto be a wavewave, were first analyzed using a dynamicaltreatment inducedtypeof sporadiclayer.
describedby Swensonand Gardner [this issue]. The
derived amplitude of the wave at Haleakala was then 2. Observations
extrapolatedto the aircraft, 3.25 hours earlier and 900 km
2.1.

NCAR

Aircraft

to the NW. The observedperturbations
to the airglow
intensitiesand associated
temperatures
at both locations
The observations
of the increases
in Na densityandOH
werethencomparedwith modelpredictions.Finally,the intensityacrossthe wall event were reportedby SE95.
effectson the chemistryof sodium,causedby wave- These data are revisited here in much more detail. The time
inducedchangesto the temperature
andtheconcentrationshistoriesof the columndensity,centroidheight,androotof minor atmosphericspecies,were examined. This was mean-square(rms) width of the atomicNa layer are shown
donein orderto investigate
whetherthesubstantial
increase in Figure2. In Figure 2a, we notethe significantincrease
in theatomicNa densityacross
thewaveboundary,
which in Na which, by 0845, increasedby 180% comparedto
wastravelingto the SE at 75 m s-1,originated
from(1) a prewallvalues. Note thatthe wall wasconsidered
by SE95
chemical release of Na from the chemical reservoirs of Na

to be overhead the aircraft at about 815 UT.

Once the

[seePlane,1991]or (2) whetherit wasa redistribution
by increasein Na columndensityhad occurred,it continuedto
horizontalconvection
of mesospheric
Na. Case2 wouldbe be enhancedfor theremaining900 km of theflight. During
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thisperiod,theaircraftflew towardtheweathersystem(5700•) exposures
witha duration
of 120s,corresponding
until 1000 UT, when it turned aroundto retrace the out- to a noiseequivalentof-2%.
bound flight path until the lidar was deactivatedat 1230
.The airglow imager was filtered to broadband(7500UT, as Maui was approached. Figure 2b showsthat the 90003.)toobserve
primarily
theOH (5-2)and(6-3)bands,
centroid height of the layer exhibited a rather complex while the Michelson IF observed the OH (3-1) band. The
behavior,oscillatingbetween90.5 and 92 km, whereasthe OH characteristicsalong with the OH-weighted Na column
width of the layer graduallyincreasedfrom 2.7 km before density are shown in Figure 4, where the x axis represents
the wall to 4.3 km at the end of the flight (Figure2c).
distancealongthe flight path with the zero positionat 0815
Plate 1 is a contourplot showingthe time historyof the UT and with positive valuesto the NW. The OH-weighted
atomic Na density as a function of altitude: the outbound Na column densityis shownin order to characterizethe Na
and inboundsegmentsof the flight are in Plates 1a and lb, densitychangesover the samegeneralheightrangethat the
respectively. These show that most of the increasein the OH volume-integratedintensityand rotationaltemperature
Na densitywas between88 and 96 km but that the enhance- measurements are made. The horizontal dimension is in
ment occurredsporadically,first at 95-96 km and subse- phase space: that is, the aircraft traveled northwesterlyat
quentlybetween89 and 92 km, giving rise to the oscilla- V• while the wall wave was observedtravelingto the SE
tion in the centroid height illustratedin Figure 2b. The
09 Oct 93
widening of the layer, particularly on the bottom side, is
also very clearly shownin Plate la. In orderto emphasize
E 15
the changesin the Na layer acrossthe wall the mean layers
before and after the wall (0700-0800 UT and 0820-0950
UT, respectively)are plotted in Figure 3a. The difference
between these layers is then shown in Figure 3b, which
describes

a bimodal

distribution

in the Na enhancement

with peaksat 89 and 95 km.
Another key measurementmade from the aircraft was
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theNa airglowintensity
at 5890-96•. Thisis important
becausethe Na airglow is proportionalto the Na and O3

7

densities, and since [Na] was measured, insight can be
gainedinto changesin [03]. Na airglow imageswere taken
at 0740 and 0900 UT, and the measuredbrightnesschange
(acrossthe wall) was an increaseof 50%. These measure-
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Figure 1. A map showingthe "stormflight" path of the
NCAR Electra from onboard GPS data on October 9, 1993,
between 0630 and 1320 UT. The turnaround time (or
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beginningof the inboundleg) was0953 at -1800 km range
Time (UT)
from Maui, Hawaii. A deep, troposphericlow-pressure
systemwas locatedin the North Atlantic (53øN,-164øE) Figure 2. A time historyof the Na parametersasrr,easured
with an occludedfront wrapping eastwardand southward from the NCAR aircraft on the outboundportion of the
(b) centroidheight,
into a trough with a newly formed, weak low at 35øN, flight including(a) columnabundance,
- 17IøE (SE95).

and (c) layer thickness.
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Figure 3. Altitudeprofilesof (a) Na meandensitiesfromtheaircraftbeforecrossingthe "wall" (07000800 UT) and following the wall penetration;(b) the differencebetweenthe two altitudeprofiles
shownin Figure3a; (c) modeledNa densitiesfor a gravitywavewith •,z= 20 km, e (88 km) = 0.1, and

[3= 0.05km-t,whenq)(88km)is0øand180ø;(d)thedifference
between
theprofiles
in Figure3c.
(at 75 m s-t). The distancedimensionon Figure4 was airglow and the differencesin the OH brightnessobserved
calculated using the total relative velocity between the by the imager and the Michelson are due to differencesin
wave and the aircraft in order to representthe horizontal the respectiveOH bands. Close examinationof Figure 4b
wave scale information.
In order to make a direct comsuggeststhat the double structurewave observedby the
parisonwith the OH airglow the Na columndensityplotted Michelson intensity reappears (very attenuated) with a
in Figure 4d has been weighted by the function exp(-(z- horizontal wavelength of-300 km and in OH rotational
Zo)2/(2{j2),
whenzo= 89 km and(• = 4.4 km [Swenson
and temperatureof-350 km. The OH temperaturein Figure 4c
Gardner, this issue]. This function representsa modeled shows a large (average) increaseof-30% at the wall but
heightdistributionof the OH volumeemissionrate. Figure falls to prewall valuesat a distanceof 150 km from the zero
4 shows that the Na release occurred within

100 km of the

leadingedge,which, in a local time referenceframe for Cobs

= 75 m s-1,corresponds
to -25-30 min. NotethattheOHweighted Na column density increased by only -80%

reference.

All

of these measurements

have

been sum-

marized in Table 1.
2.2.

Haleakala

Observations

across the wall, since most of the increase in atomic Na was
We now shift our attentionto the opticalmeasurements
at Haleakala which characterized the wave as it transited at
above 90 km (Plate 1).
The time histories of the OH airglow measurements about 1130 UT. The skieshad been cloudy prior to 1030

show interestingdifferences. The OH imager data (Figure UT and then cleared about 1 hour before transit of the wall
4a) describea 60% increasevery similar to the Na, whereas before clouds reappearedat 1330 UT. Plate 2 contains

the Michelson (3-1) band intensity (Figure 4b) showsa contourplotsdescribingthe Na densityandtemperature
as
larger increase(-85%). The imager brightnessremained a function of altitude for the unclouded time period,
enhanced NW of the wall, whereas the Michelson (3-1) measuredby the Na wind/temperaturelidar. Note the temband did not. A backgroundmeasurementwas made with peratureenhancementpeakingat 1125 UT near 85 km and
the imageron both sidesof the wall, at 0740 and0900 UT, a secondenhancementthat occurs80 min later. The period

respectively,
usinga 57003, filterwitha 120s exposure.of 80 min, with a Cobs=75
m s-t corresponds
to a X,x- 360
This backgroundis sensitive to the spectralband peak of

km, similar to that observed in the Michelson data on the

NO 2 which couldpossiblyhavebeenenhancedNW of the aircraftnear0815 UT. It is obviousfrom the temperature
wall and contributed to the OH broad filter signal [see data that the wave is severelydampedwith altitudeat this
Swensonand Mende, 1994]. The backgroundwas actually location.
observed to have decreased by -5% NW of the wall,
Figure 5a shows the time history of the Na column
suggesting
NO2 did not contributeto a backgroundchange density, which peaked at-1120 UT. The other panelsin
across this boundary. From this, we conclude that the Figure 5 illustrate the time histories of the Na column
imager signal in Figure 4a representsuncontaminatedOH abundance,the OH-weighted column abundance,and the
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Figure 4. A plot of data from the aircraftversusdistancewhere0 is chosenas 0815 UT, near the
maximum changesoccurringin airglow where the plus directionis NW along the flight path. The
horizontaldimensionis in phasespace;that is, the apparentvelocitywith respectto the wave was the

V:,c+ Cobs,
whereCobs
wasmeasured
at75 m s-• (SE95)andthehorizontal
distance
wascomputed,
for a
given time, from the summedvelocities. The measuredsignalsfrom the overheadsky include(a) the
intensity signal from the OH filter in the imager, (b) the intensity signal from the Michelson
interferometer,(c) the OH rotationaltemperaturefrom the Michelsoninterferometer,and (d) the Na
column abundance(weighted by OH volume emission rate). Note that the step increase in OH
observedby the imageris synonymouswith the OH-weightedNa columnabundanceincreaseof 60%.
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Table 1. Summary of Measurements
NCAR Aircraft*
OH Max-- 0815 UT

Observation

Haleakala*

OH Max---1130

UT

,

AOH intensity

/Xlo.
ANa airglow intensity
A[Na] column density
A[Na] column density,
OH-weighted
ANa centroidheight

60% (imager)-

40%

85% (Michelson)
48" (30%)

•4" (8%)

50%

122%

180%

25%
25%

80%

-0.65 km (-1.1 km)

-0.75 km

24ø(12%) at 85 km
11ø(5.6%), OH-weighted

AT, Na lidar

Wall wave parameters
œ(amplitudeat 88 km)

•,, (verticalwavelength)
•,x(horizontalwavelength)

0.1

0.04

20 km
300-350km

20 km
360 km

Period

80 min

C,,h.•,
phase
speed
[• (damping
coefficient
equalto 1/(2H))*

80 min

75 ms-1
0.05km-1

AOH intensity,model

75ms-'
H = -4 km,Z< 88km
0.05,Z > 88km

55%

35%

ATo., model(volume-weighted)

24ø(12%)

8ø(4%)

85-90 km mean

35ø(18%)

18ø(9%)

*Observed changesin the respectiveparameterat the respectivelocationof the
wave. The location of the wave as observed from the aircraft at 0815 UT was -900 km

NW of Haleakala. Also note that theseare total peak-to-peakchanges,with the exception
of the wave amplitudeœ.

*Thedamping
factorfora waveamplitude
withaltitude
is givenase• (z-z0.))
where•
= 1/2}t is the dampingcoefficientand Zo. is meanaltitudeof OH volumeemissionrate,
88 km. For H = 6 km (the atmosphericscaleheightat 88 km), wave amplitudeincreases
with altitudewith decreasingdensity.The parameter• = 0 is a "saturated"
condition(no

growth with altitude). Negative[• effectively "damps"the wave amplitudewith
increasingaltitude.

Na centroid height and width. The measuredOH rotational
temperatureis shown as well as the Lidar measuredOHweightedtemperature. The Na and OH airglow brightness
measurementsare also plotted in Figure 5. (The modeled
valueswill be discussedlater.) An interestingcontrastwith
Figure 2 is that althoughthe Na density was dynamically

relationshipcan be approximatedas •z = N CinwhereN is
the Brunt period which is -300 s at OH emissionaltitudes.

A computed
Cinof 66 m S-• is consistent
withmagnitude
of
the Cc,
bs(75 m s'l) assuming
a smallcontribution
fromthe
mean wind. The University of Western Ontario (UWO)
Michelson IF observedOH (3-1) intensityand temperature

disturbedas the wave passed,the densitythenreturnedto during this time interval, and the intensity changewas
the local prewall level. This implies that at some point observedto be 40%, while the temperature
changewasonly
between

the end of the aircraft

observations

at 430 km NW

of Maui and the island, the releaseof Na from a presumed
reservoir ceasedto operate effectively. Note also that the
Na column density (both total and OH volume weighted)
changed by 25% for the wall wave. The prewall Na
column densitiesat Haleakala were larger than the prewall

14 ø (8%). We note that the OH volume emission altitude
weighted lidar temperature(Figure 5e) showsa changeof
11øacrossthe wall, similar to the 14øchangeobservedby

the Michelson. The Na airglowintensity,measuredby an
airglow imager [Taylor et al., 1995], increasedby 122%
between

1029 and 1123 UT.

All of these Haleakala

obser-

densities observed 900 km NW from the aircraft, a condi-

vations, together with the aircraft data, are summarizedin

tion likely due to the tides.
Plate 3 describesthe time history of the perturbedNa
which is the mean profile for the period subtractedfrom a
profile at a given time. The temperatureperturbationis also

Table

shown, calculated in the same manner. The time histories

1.

3. Model and Wave Synthesis
3.1. Dynamic and OH Model Analysis

of the ratesof changeof Na and T are plottedin the bottom
From the lidar temperaturemeasurements
at Haleakala,
two panels. The temperatureperturbationand time deriva- we caninfer the characteristics
of thewave: periodequalto
tive plots show changesconsistentwith a downwardphase 80 min, Lz= 20 km, Ci = 66 m s-1,andLx = 360 km. The
propagationof a wave with a •,zof-20 km. The dispersion amplitudeof the temperaturevariationnear 85 km was 25ø
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Plate 2. Contour plots of (a) the Na density observedat Haleakala on October 9, 1993; (b) the
observedatmospherictemperature;(c) the modeledNa densityfor a gravity wave with •z = 20 km,

œ(88 km)= 0.04,[3=-0.125 km-• below88 km, andperiodequalto S0min,where• (88 km) = 0øat
1030 UT; (d) the modeledtemperaturefor the wave conditionsin Plate 2c.

(whichcorresponds
to a wave amplitude,œ,of-7%) at that
altitude. The dynamic model used in this analysiswas
linear. Inspectionof the temperatureperturbation(Plate 3)
showsthat there is a near phaseshift of the disturbanceas
the downwardpropagationis followed to 87 km, below
which the disturbancephase shifts and its magnitude is

andatomicoxygendistributions
in the mesosphere/'or
near
equatorialconditions. Robie and Shepherd[1997] predict
the position of maximran meridional wind at 17.5øNto be
at 87 k•n altitude at 2300 LT which is near Haleakala
(21øN)wherethe wall passedat 2315 LT. Their predictions
show a magnitude of the meridional wind of between 20

markedlylarger. We believethatthetidalwindsmaybe and80 m s-• in thecore,depending
on the strength
of the
partiallyblockingthe gravitywavefrom propagating
freely tide. Their model studyis consistentwith the suggestion
aboveabout87 km altitude. The apparentdisplacement
of madeabovethat the tidal wind shearswere likely involved
the slopeof the verticalwavelengthacrossthis postulated with the processof partiallyblockingthegravitywave.
shearzonesuggests
a largewind shearexistsat this altitude
We now describea model to simulate gravity wave
region. Although lidar winds are not available for this perturbationsto the OH airglow layer, followed by the
night, examination of the detailed altitude distribution of development of a Na wave model in the next section.
thewindsfrom October21 [ Taoand Gardner,1995,Figure Swensonand Gardner [thisissue]havedescribeda •nodel
1] describes
a wind field for the sametime of the evening of the verticalstructureof the temperature
anddensity,as
which would resultin a severedampingcondition. Robie well as the redistribution
of atomicoxygen,associated
with
andShepherd[1997] havedescribed
the mesospheric
wind AGW phenomena. This model employed the wave
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Figure 5. Time historyplotsof observedparametersat Haleakalaon October9, 1993, comparedwith

themodelpredictions
fora gravitywavewith)•z= 20 km,œ(88km)= 0.04,[3=-0.125km-I below88
km, period equal to 80 min, and qb(88 km) = 0ø at 1030 UT. The parametersare (a) Na column
abundance;(b) Na column abundanceweightedby the OH volume emissionrate; (c) the Na layer
centroidheight; (d) the Na layer rms width; (e) the atmospherictemperature(weightedby the OH
volume emissionrate) and OH rotationaltemperature;(f) the relative Na airglow emissionintensity
perturbations;(g) the relative OH airglow emissionintensityperturbations.Note that the passageof
the wall wave was -1130

UT.

dynamics
described
by GardnerandShelton[1985],from theverticalwavenumber,
k = 2/1;/3•
h is thehorizontal
wave
which was derivedthe followingexpression
for the number,
)•zis theverticalwavelength,
and)•his thehoriatmosphericdisturbance:

zontalwavelength.
In the case of the AGW at Haleakala, temperature

P/Pu
- 1+œ
e[3(z
- ZOH)
COS
[COtkx+m(zzOH)]
(1) profiles
were
selected
atthree
times
during
the
passage
of
the wave

in order

to model

the wave

at three

different

where p and Pu are the disturbedand undisturbed
mass phases.The measuredlidar profilesare shownfor these

densities,
œis thewaveamplitude
at altitude
zOH(88 km), respective
timesas solidcurvesin Figure6. A mean
1/[3 is the amplitude growth length (equal to 2H for temperatureprofile was then constructedfrom all the

undamped
waves),CO
istheintrinsic
frequency,
m = 2•c/3•
z is temperature
observations
duringthisnight(1030-1330
UT);
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this profile was used as a mean from which an AGW
amplitudeand dampingfactorwas appliedfor the measured
period and associatedwave phase. Our phasereferenceis
at 88 km, where q)= 0 ø implies a maximum density

10'37

lOO

-- --"'--

"WALL"

-Model

excursion

for the state of the wave

at that altitude.

The

referencefor the temperaturemaximumobservedat 85 km
in Figure 6 is a phaseof-252 ø(or- 108ø). The phasemodel
at 1129 UT was 252 ø and with an œ = 4% at 88 km.

90

OH

brightnessis a maximum near the temperaturemaximum at
85 km as will be discussedlater, and thus this phaseis an
important reference relating the observations. For the
model profiles shownin Figure 6, significantdampingwas

8o!
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'
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'
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Temperature

'
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'

I
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80

,
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Temperature

210
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220
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11'29

100

-- --•

--- Model

I
230

imposed([• =-1/8 km-l) between85 and 88 km and a
saturated
condition([• = 1/18 = 0.05 km-•) above85 km.
(Note that in the discussionwhich follows, we adopt the
conventionthat œrefers to the wave amplitude at 88 km.)
This choiceof parametersproducesa reasonablesimulation
of the wave as shownby the dashedcurvesin Figure 6.
The model was then run for a full wave period, using
the observed mean temperature profile as input to the
Swensonand Gardner [this issue]model. This predictsan
OH intensityfluctuation(peak-to-peak)of 35%, which is in
goodaccordwith the measured40% change. The predicted
OH temperaturechangeis 8ø, somewhatlower thanthe 14ø
measuredby the Michelsonand the 11øchangein the OHweightedtemperaturemeasuredby the Na lidar. However,
if the modeled OH temperaturechangeis simply taken as
the averagechangebetween85-90 km, as foundby Hecht
et al. [1993] from OH comparisonswith lidar data during
the Arecibo campaign,then the predictedchangeis 17ø,
which slightlyoverpredictsthe observations(seeTable 1).
The best representationwould seem to be a compromise
betweenthesetwo, but this is a studyin itself and will not
be pursuedfurther here. The modeledtemperatureand OH
volume emissionprofiles (assumingthe MSIS 90 model
atmosphere[Hedin, 1991] are shownin Figure 7. Note that
the OH volume emission changesoccur with a centroid
heightclose to 85 km. With the wave now satisfactorily
modeled, we can also reconstruct variation in the atomic

oxygen distribution over the course of the period of the
wave at Haleakala. This is describedin Figure 8. Note the
90
effect of the severe damping coefficient regarding the
amplitudeof the wave with altitude.
The next major objective is to understandthe conditionsof the wave at the point of the aircraftobservations
in
order to establish the physical parameters for the Na
release. The changesin OH brightnessacrossthe wall were
8O
60 and -85%, observedby the imager and the Michelson,
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
respectively. These changesare significantlygreaterthan
Temperature (K)
the 40% change observedat Haleakala. Most of the OH
intensitychangeis predictedto originatefrom -85 km, that
Figure 6. A plot of measured (solid) versus model
is, 3 km below the altitude of peak volume emission
temperature profiles for three phases of the wall wave

transiting
through
Haleakala.
Theperiod
ofthewave
wasaccording
toSwenson
andGardner
[this
issue].
Consider80min.Assuming
phase
(qb)
= 272øat 1129UT (thetime ingthewaveamplitude
(at85km)was6-7%,theincreased

of maximum
temperature
andminimum
density
excursionOH intensity
wouldsuggest
a waveamplitude
for theairat 85 km). Thetoppanelis for qb= 62ø,andthemiddleone craftat 88 km of -10%. Thetemperature
changeobserved
is for 162ø.

by the Michelson at Haleakala was 8%, comparedwith
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Figure 7. (top)Modeledperturbed
temperature
profiles,(middle)OH volumeemission
profiles,and
(bottom)Na densityprofilesfor (left) • = 0øand(right)(q))= 180ø. The modeledparameters
were
amplitudeequal to 4% at 88 km and heavily dampedto that altitude with the dampingconstant
(definedas 13= 1/2H) whereH =-4 kin.
30% (albeit with significant scatter) from the aircraft
measurement.The fact that the temperaturehas a significant amplitude at the aircraft suggestsstrongly that the
wave was not being dampedseverelyand had a significant
amplitudeat the higheraltitudesasit penetratedup into the
OH emission layer peak near 89 km and above [see
Swenson and Gardner, this issue]. If we increase the

wave amplitude at 85 km of 6-7%. The model calculations
were all performedusing a mean temperatureas measured
by the lidar at Haleakala.

3.2. Chemical Model Analysis

In orderto examineAGW perturbations
to the Na layer

amplitudeof the wave to 10% anddecreasethe dampingto

we start with the sodium model of Plane et al. [this issue,
and references therein].
This one-dimensional model

[• = 0.05 km-•, the O densityprofilechanges
will be those

extends

describedin Figure 9 (top). This model doespredict a 55%
changein OH volume integratedbrightnessnearthat which
was observedat the aircraft but only an -12% changein
temperature. The model predictionsfor the OH intensity
and temperatureat the aircraft are also summarizedin Table
1 for comparison. The model-calculatedeffective mean
temperature for 85-90 km is also tabulated for the
respectiveconditions. Figure 10 showsa specificset of O
profilesfor the two wave conditionspresentedin Figure 9,
butfor qb= 0 øand 180øonly.
In summary, the model analysiswould suggesta wall
wave amplitudeof 10% with a growthfactornearsaturation
at the aircraft and -4% amplitudeat Haleakala (at 88 km
and above),severelydampedbetween85 and 88 km, with a

ment of the chemistry of sodium, based upon a recent
review of laboratory studies[Plane and Helmer, 1994] and
including new work on its ion-molecule chemistry [Cox

between

65 and 110 km and contains

a full treat-

and Plane, this issue]. The model assumes that meteor

ablation is the major source of sodium in the upper
mesosphereand that the gas-phasechemistryof this metal
essentiallycontrolsthe formationof the atomicNa layer. It
also makes the key assumptionthat sodiumis partitioned
among nine constituentspecies(Na, Na +, Na cluster ions,

NaO, NaO2,NaO3,NaOH, NaCO3, andNaHCO3)andthat
the rate of partitioningis rapid on the timescaleof vertical
mixing. Hence the concentrationsof the constituentNa
speciesat each altitude can be computedby assuminga
chemicalsteadystategovernedby the setof reactionslisted
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Figure 8. (top) A result of the O densityvariationshownfor each 30ø of phasefor the wall wave
whichtransitedHaleakalaat 1130UT. The amplitudeof the waveis 4% with 13= 1/2H whereH=-4 to
88 km and near saturation

above.

by Plane et al. [this issue,Table 1]. The verticalprofilesof by the model. The singleparameterthat has beenadjusted
the minor species 03, O, H, H 2, H20, and CO2, which in the model is the total sodium concentration at 95 km
controlthe distributionof the Na species,are takenfrom the (i.e., the sum of all nine Na-containingspecies),which is
two-dimensional model of Garcia and Solomon [1994].
requiredin the solutionof the one-dimensionalcontinuity
Zonally averagedprofilesfor October(23øN) were usedas equation. In the accompanyingstudy of the Na layer at
the best representationof the conditionsfor the present extreme high latitudes [Plane et al., this issue], this
study. Because of temperaturedifferencesbetween the parameter
wassetto be 4 x 103cm-3. In orderto optimize
Garcia-Solomon
model and those observed at Haleakala
the agreementwith the measurementsof the layer column
and the aircraft, the O3 concentrationwas rebalancedby densityand peak height at Haleakala, the total sodiumat 95
ensuring a steady state between productionby recombi- km has to be increased to 7 x 103 cm-3. This is in sensible
nation of O and 02 and loss by reactionwith atomic H [see accordwith the observationthat the meteoricinput flux is
Plane et al., this issue].
about 50% higher at low latitudes comparedwith high
When applying this sodium model to the present latitudes [Thomas et al., 1988]. Table 2 lists the characobservations, it is important to note that the model is teristic propertiesof the modeledand observedprofiles in
designedfor investigatingthe time-averagedcharacteristics Figure 11, and showsthat highly satisfactoryagreementis
of the Na layer at a particular latitude and time of year. achieved. Since several unmeasured rate coefficients in the
Hence we have constructedan "average"Na densityprofile chemical schemeof sodium were optimized to measurefrom 20 nightsof observationsat HA, comprisinga total of mentsof the Na layer at mid and high latitudes[Plane et
61 hours of lidar measurementsdistributed fairly evenly al., this issue], the successin modelingthe layer at low
between 700 and 1300 UT (in order to avoid biases from latitudesis further evidencethat the basic chemistryof
the effects of the diurnal and semidiurnal tides). This is sodium is reasonably well understood. The modeled
illustratedin Figure 11, alongwith the Na profile calculated profiles of the major Na reservoirspeciesare also illus-
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Figure 9. O densityversusaltitudefor two phasesof the wall AGW as modeledfor the amplitude
equal to 10% with [• = 0ø as observedby the aircraft at 0815 UT. The solid line in each is the
undisturbedO. The phaseof the wave whenthe massdensityis minimal at 86 km, the O density(and
temperature)are at a minimum, that is, q) = 0 ø(dashedcurve). At q) = 180ø, the O densityis at a
maximum.

trated in Figure 11, showingthat Na+ predominatesabove
the layer and NaHCO3 predominateson the underside.
Perturbations caused by the propagation of gravity
wavesare now introducedinto this sodiummodelby using
the set of relationshipsdevelopedby Swensonand Gardner
[this issue]to describethe time-dependentvariationsin the
temperature,the total atmosphericconcentration,and the
concentrationsof the minor speciesthat drive the sodium
chemistry(i.e., H, O, 03, H2, H20, CO2, NO+, O2+, and e-).
The nine sodiumspeciesare transportedas a family of total
sodiumand continuouslyrepartitionedinto a new chemical
steadystateat eachphaseof the wave. The model was run

OH-weighted temperatureand column density, and the Na
and OH airglow intensitiesare comparedin Figure 5 with
their observedtime histories. The Na airglow is computed

usinga branchingratioof 0.1 for production
of the Na(2p)
statein the Chapmancycle [Clemeshaet al., 1995], and the
OH intensity is derived from the formalism given by
Swensonand Gardner [this issue].

It should be noted that the assumptionmade above,
namely, that the sodium chemistryis fast enoughso that a
chemical steadystateis maintainedas the wave propagates
throughthe layer, representsa limiting case. The opposite
case is that the atomic Na is a conserved, or chemically

usingthe valuesof •,z, 'r, •, and • derived abovefor the

inert, tracer.

wave conditions

extremes

both at Haleakala

and observed

from the

aircraft. The resultingperturbationsto the time-averaged
Na layer at Haleakala are illustratedin Figure 7, when the
phaseq)(88km) is 0ø and 180ø. Plate 2 containscontour
plots showing the predictedNa density and temperature
profiles over two wave cyclesfor comparisonwith the Na
lidar observations.The predictedchangesin theNa column
density,the centroidheightof the layer, the rms width, the

The real situation lies in between these

because

the chemical

time

constants

character-

izing the rate at which sodiumis convertedbetweenatomic
Na and its reservoirsrange from 1 to 3 hoursbelow 95 km
and hence are similar to the wave period of 80 min. In
practice, however, the chemical perturbations to the Na
layer induced by changesin temperatureand the concentrations of minor speciessuch as 03, O, and H are much
smaller than the accompanyingdynamical perturbations,
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Figure 10. SameasFigure8, exceptfor the conditions
at theaircraftasdescribed
in Figure9.
which are relatively large because the mixing ratio of
atomic Na varies stronglywith altitude (this is becauseof
the small scaleheightson the top and bottomof the layer;
seeTable 2). Even when the chemistryis allowedto adjust
continuously to the steady state as the wave propagates
through the layer, above 85 km there is less than a 10%
difference

than if the atomic

Na were a conserved

tracer.

formed by the neutralizationof Na+ ions in a descending
sporadicE layer. The layer is initially at 98 km, with a Na+
concentration of 9 x 103 cm-3 and a full width at half

maximum(FWHM) of 2 km. The layer is thentransported
downward by the wave that characterized the aircraft

observations
(i.e., œ= 0.1, [• = 0.05 km-5;zerotimeon the
figure is when q) = -108 ø (at 88 km). For the scenario
modeled in Plate 4, the wave causesa large downward
transportafter a quarter of a period so that the ions are
moved downward and then proceed to be neutralized to
form a sporadic neutral layer [see Cox and Plane, this

This is in accordwith the studyby Hickey and Plane [1995]
which showedthat the chemical couplingbetweenatomic
Na and NaHCO3 should only amplify dynamical perturbations significantly below 85 km. Hence we do not
considerthat a fully time-dependentwave model of the issue].
neutral sodiumchemistryis requiredfor the presentanalysis, especiallysincethe model is employedhereto provide 4. Discussion
phenomenologicalinsight rather than a detailedsimulation
of an event where many of the chemical constituentswere
The moststrikingobservation
thatwasmadeduringthe
not measured.
sequenceof eventsreportedhere was the almostthree-fold
By contrast,in the discussionwhich follows, we will increasein the atomic Na column density following the
show that Na + ions were very likely a significantsourcefor passageof the wall (Figure 2 and Plate 1). A coherent
the large enhancementof atomic Na observedfrom the explanationfor this unusualevent mustalso accountfor the
aircraft. The nature of the ionic chemistry of sodium changesin airglow intensitiesand temperaturethat were
requires a time-dependent model, and for this we have observedboth from the aircraft and at Haleakala. A good
adapted the model of Cox and Plane [this issue]. Plate 4 startingpoint is to considerthe samplingsequence. This
illustrates the predicted growth of a layer of atomic Na beganwith the outboundflight path of the aircraft along
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Figure 11. A plot of the average nighttime Na layer at
Haleakala, comprising 61 hours of measurementsmade
over 20 nightsduringOctober 1993. This is comparedwith
the model predictionof the profiles of Na, Na+ ions, and
NaHCO3.

enhancement was first observed, 900 km NW of Maui at
0815 UT, to 430 km NW at 1230 UT. The wind at meso-

sphere/lowerthermosphere(MLT) altitudeswas measured
over Kauai, anotherHawaiian island, by an MF radar were
reportedby Isler and Fritts [1995]. The mean meridional
wind for this time periodwasnorthward,oppositethe direction the wall traveled. Given that this wind representsthe
drift for the region, convectionwas not likely responsible
for the Na enhancement. It would have also been highly
coincidental that the leading edge of the convection
boundarywas aligned with the leading edge of the strong
AGW, unless of course the convection boundary was
generatingthe wavesfrom below.
There are significant differencesbetween the changes

whichan atmospheric
volumewassampled
andthenre- to theNa layerat Haleakala
(Plates
2 and3 andFigure5)
sampled
aftertheaircraftturned
backtowardMaui. It was andthoseobserved
fromtheaircraft(Figures
2 and3 and
therefore
possible
toobserve
thewallinitiallyabout
900km Plate1). In theformer,theNa enhancement
wasrelatively
NW of Mauiat0815UT andthentostudytheeffects
of its small,occurred
below92 km, andreversed
in phasewith
passage
several
hourslaterontheinbound
flight.Thisis the propagating
wave. In the latter,a muchgreater
somewhatsimilar to theflight reportedby Gu et al. [1995], enhancementoccurred between 90 and 96 km that was
wherethe path on an outboundflight leg was subsequentlyirreversibleon a timescaleof severalhours. We will first

doped
byauroral
particles
nearaircraft
turnaround;
sporadicdiscuss
the Haleakala
observations,
whichappearto be
Na layers,presumably
associated
with the auroralsimpler
toexplain.Thecomparisons
between
theobservaprocesses,
werethenobserved
onthereturnleg. In the tionsand the predictions
of the wave-driven
model
present
case,thephasespeedassociated
withthewave described
aboveareillustrated
in Plate2 andFigure5.
carried
thewallto Haleakala
at -1130UT. TheaircraftBearing
in mindthenecessarily
simple
description
of the
sampled
thesameregionof atmosphere
onthereturn
leg wavedynamics
in themodelandthefactthattheconcenandfoundtheNa column
density
wasenhanced
byabouttrations
oftheminoratmospheric
species
arederived
froma
180%allthewayuntilthelidarwasshutdownat 1230UT, zonallyaveraged
model,we consider
thatthe modeled
a distance
of430kmNW ofMaui.
perturbations
arein satisfactory
accord
withtheobservaThe event describedhere that passedHaleakala at tions. The mostobviousdifferenceis that the actualwave

•-1130UT onOctober
9 is in factrathersimilar,
in termsof mnplitudeabove87 km was muchweakerduringthe
airglow
brightness,
tothatreported
byTayloretal. [1995b]second
cycleafter 1210UT, whereas
in the modelthe
at -1100UT onOctober10,againatHaleakala.Usingan amplitude
remains
fixedatœ(88km)= 0.04. Inspection
of
OH imageranda Michelson
IF, Tayloret al. observed
a Figure5 alsorevealsthatwhereas
themodelpredictions
"step"increase
in theOH airglowbrightness,
resemblingagreeparticularly
wellwiththeobserved
changes
in theNa
thewallof airglowbrightness
observed
by theOH i•nager column
density
andtemperature
duringthefirstcycleof the
on theaircraftat 0815UT theprevious
day(Figure4) as wave,thereis lessgoodagreement
for several
of theother

wellasa stepdecrease
intheOI (5577]•) emission.
In parameters.
Theworst
discrepancy
istheunderprediction
both cases, a short wavelength wave (Lx-20 km)was

observed
witha phasespeed
of-75 m s-1fromtheNW
[Taylor et al., 1995b; SE95]. The similarity of such unusual airglow phenomenaat nearly the samelocal time, 24
hoursapart,stronglysuggeststhat the diurnaltide may have
played an importantrole which will be exploredlater. The
sourceof the large-amplitudegravity wave is not known.
As noted earlier, there was also a troposphericlow-pressure
system to the NW where troposphericconvection could
have generatedthe AGW, althoughthere is not sufficient
datato explorethis possibilityin furtherdetail.
The Na enhancementcould either have been causedby
in situ releasefrom a reservoir,triggeredby the phasefront
of the wave propagating to the SE, or by convective
transportof Na toward the SE. In the latter case,it would

Table 2. Measured and Predicted Characteristics of the Na

Layer at Haleakala,Maui (20øN)
LayerProperty

Columnabundance,
cm-2
Centroidheight,km
Peakheight,km
RMS width, km

Peakdensity,
cm'3
Top scaleheight,km

Bottom
scaleheight,
km

Model

9.9 x 109
92.1
90

Observation

10.0x 10•
92.7
92

4.1

4.2

9690

9690

-2.1*

-2.0*

1.1'

1.5*

* Scaleheightdeterminedovertheinterval95-100 km.

Scaleheightdetermined
overtheinterval83-87km.
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ratio that increaseswith height, so that downwardtransport
to below 100 km can providean importantsourceof atomic
Na [Cox and Plane, this issue]. When consideringthe role
of thesereservoirspecies,an importantpoint to note is that
the Na layer before the wall at 0815 UT was in fact rather
atypical. Comparison between the profile for this period
(seeFigure 3a) and the average'profilein Figure 1 1 reveals
that the prewall layer was substantiallydepletedon bothtop
and bottom (although the peak Na density of about 8600

1oo.o -

97.5 -

95.0 -

92.5 -

atomscm-3is closeto theaverage).As discussed
in detail

90.0 -

0

20

40

Time (min)

60

80

by Plane et al. [this issue], significant bottom-sidedepletion is associatedwith low mesopausetemperatureswhich

causesodiumto be partitionedto NaHCO3. Indeed,theOH
rotationaltemperature
plottedin Figure4 showsthatbefore
the wall the temperature was about 150 K, about 40 K

0

2000 4000 6000 8000 1000012000 colder
thantheaverage
temperature
inthe85-90kmregion
NaDensity
(cm-3)
measured
bytheNalidaratHaleakala.
Depletion
ofatomic
Plate4. A contour
plotshowing
theproduction
of atomicNa onthetopsidecanbeexplained
byenhanced
concenNain a descending
sporadic
E layer.Thelayerisinitiallyat trations
of NO+and02+ions,whichconvert
Na toNa+ions
98 km,witha peakNa+concentration
of 9 x 103cm-3 anda by chargetransfer.The top-sidedepletionobserved
here
FWHM of 2 km. Thelayeris thentransported
downward wouldoccurif thetotalpositiveion(orelectron)
concentra-

bya propagating
gravity
wavewithX,z= 20km,œ(88km)= tionwasabout3 x 104cm-3at 95 km,aboutanorderof

0.1,
13= 0.05km-•,q)(88km)= -105
ø,andperiod
equal
to magnitude
higher
than
average
nighttime
levels.
80 min. After 24 min the wave overturns, and the return

fails
topropagate
upward.

Therefore, in order to model the aircraft observations,

the
time-averaged
Nalayer
was
recalculated
toincorporate
thesetwo changes.First,thetemperature
wasdecreased
by
a Gaussianfunctionwith a peak of-40 K at 89 km and a

by themodelof theNa airglowintensity
change.The FWHMof 10km. Second,
theelectron
density
above90
observed
Na brightness
change
was122%,compared
with km wasincreased
by anorderof magnitude.
Thewavethemodelprediction
of only45%. Theprediction
of the drivenperturbations
werethendetermined
fora waveof œ=
OH changewascloseto thatobserved.The intensities
of 0.1 and13= 0.05km-l. As in thecaseof thesmallerwaveat
both theseairglowsdependon 03, in turn a functionof Haleakala,the atomicNa columndensityis at a minimum
atomicO andH. Thereforethereasonfor thediscrepanciesand maximumfor • (88 km) = 0 ø and 180ø,respectively.
may simply be that the scale heightsof O and H at the The Na profilesfor thesetwo casesare illustratedin Figure
higheraltitudeswherethe Na airglow originatesare not 3c, with a plot showing the difference between them in
quitecorrectin themodel. Furtherevidencefor thisbeing Figure3d. Comparison
with theobserved
Na profilebefore
thecaseis thatthemodelpredictsa time-averaged
Na layer the wall (Figure 3a) showsgoodagreementwith the model
with a peak that is 2 km belowthat observed(Figure11), when the phaseof the wave is • = 0ø. This is expected
whichin turn causessomediscrepancies
in the predicted becausethetemperature
andelectrondensityprofilesin the
amplitudesof the perturbations
to the OH-weightedNa modelwerechangedto obtaina goodfit. When•) = 180ø,
columnabundance
andcentroidheight(Figure5). Never- the columndensityincreasesfrom 4.0 to 11.2 x 109cm-2,
theless,in spite of thesedifferences,we believe that the the centroidheightdecreasesfrom 92.6 to 91.1 km, and the
overall agreementis good enoughto concludethat distur- rmswidth increases
from 2.7 to 3.7 km. Comparisonwith
banceto the layer at Haleakalawascausedby the wave- theobservations
in Figure2 showsthatthe columndensity
inducedredistributionof the Na layer itself, with minimal andrms width did indeedincreasein agreementwith these
release of Na from a reservoir.
predictionsandthe decreasein thecentroidheightof about
By contrast,the muchbiggerandlong-lastingenhance- 1.3 km appearsto be closeto the predictedchangeof 1.5
ment in the Na columndensityobservedfrom the aircraft km.
indicates that atomic Na was released from a local reservoir
We now needto considerthe dynamicsituationassoalong the flight path at distancesfrom 1800 km to 430 km ciatedwith the wall wave in the 95-97 km region. There
NW of Maui. As shown in Figure 11, the two most are two significantpointsto note. First, the OH intensity
abundantsodiumreservoirsare NaHCO3below90 km and maximum occurs at the end of the downward movement of
Na+ ionsabove100km. Thereis, however,an important oxygen rich atmospherenear 85 km (indicatedas the "wall
differencebetweenthesereservoirs.NaHCO3 is mostly reference"in Figure3). SinceX,zis 20 km, thephaseof the
producedbelow 90 km, and so its mixing ratio increases wave at 95 km is 180ø out of phasewith that at 85 km.
downward.Henceit cannotbe a majorsourceof atomicNa Hence,at the wall referencepoint,the downwardtransport

above90 km followingupwardtransportof an air parcel at 95 km, associatedwith the wave, wasjust beginning.
[Cox et al., 1993]. Na+ ions,by contrast,havea mixing That downwardtransportwould continuefor half the wave
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maximumdownwardtransportat 95 km would accordingly
be at a quarterperiodlater,or 75 km distartfrom thispoint.
This correspondsto -12 min of observationtime in the
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reaches94 km, which is more than fast enough. Note that
the descendinglayer in Plate 4 reached94 km after 24 min,
which is when q)= 0øat 88 km. This synchronizes
with the
narrowNa layer predictedby the steadystatemodel (Figure
aircraft.
3), so that the explosive releasewould then have occurred
The secondpoint to note is that the temperaturelapse into a depletedNa layer, as was observed. The sporadicE
rate above92 km is very steepand approachesthe adiabatic layer employedin the simulationin Plate 4 had a peak Na+
condition. A large wave perturbation to the temperature densityof 9 x 103cm-3andwasthusa rathermodestlayer
densityof about2 x 105cm-3,orf,E = 7
profile will alter the conditionto becomesuperadiabatic,so witha totalelectron
that convectiveinstabilitiesand associatedoverturningand MHz [see Cox and Plane, this issue]. Hence the injection
turbulence will result. Indeed, when the AGW wave model
of Na+ could conceivablyhave been much greater. A final
with œ= 0.1 is appliedto the averagetemperatureprofile at point is that the dominant lower E region ions, NO + and
Haleakala, the wave changed the temperature lapse rate O2 +, are severely depleted in a sporadic E layer by
between93.5 and 100 km to be superadiabatic
for-40% of dissociative recombination in the presence of the high
Hence the atomic Na that is
the period for the wave. If this mean temperatureprofile concentration of electrons.
existed over the region of atmosphere to the NW of formed from Na + in the descendinglayer will only be
Haleakala, convective instabilities and overturning were convertedback to Na + by chargetransferon a timescaleof
many hours, and so the enhancementwill appear to be
likely occurringabove90 km.
Although we have shown above that redistributionof irreversible.
As shown during the ALOHA-93 campaign [Qian et
the existingNa layer by a strongAGW appearsto account
for the large Na enhancementobservedfrom the aircraft, al., this issue], and from earlier work at Arecibo [Kane et
there are in fact several reasons why this cannot be the al., 1993], sporadicNa layers are a common occurrenceat
entire explanation. First, Lx for the wave is 300-350 km, low latitudes and are almost always associated with
and the relative velocity of the aircraft and the phasefront sporadic E layers descendingwith the semidiurnal tide.
of thewavewere760km h-l, sotheflyingtimeto observe
a Kane et al. [1991] observed that these layers can have a
phasechangeof 180ø was only 12 min. The rms width of very large horizontal coherence, in excess of 1000 km.
the layer and the centroidheight actuallychangeon a much Similarly, the enhancementin the Na layer reported in the
longer time-scale(Figure 2). Second,redistributionof an present study extended over at least 1300 kin, although
existing layer cannotcausea net enhancementover a hori- Plate 1 reveals that the enhancement was spatially rather
zontal scale comparable with )•x, whereas the aircraft incoherent and patchy. This may be evidence for the
observedthe enhancementover a much longer distance. It gravity wave disturbing the atmosphere resulting in
may be that nonlinear wave effects are occurring. Third, convectiveinstability.
The thermal lapse rate at Haleakala would strongly
inspectionof Figure 3 showsthat althoughthe wave model
is able to predict the Na enhancementbelow 95 km quite suggest the likelihood of convective instability once the
satisfactorily, it fails to reproduce the magnitude of the wave reached 92 km, leading to overturning and the
enhancementat higher altitudes. Indeed, Plate 1 showsthat depositing of turbulent energy into the layer. Figure 12
the greatestenhancementimmediatelyafter the wall at 0815 describesa modeling simulationof the 10% wave superimUT was in a thin layer between94 and 97 km.
posed on the mean temperatureas measuredat Haleakala.
The likeliest explanationis that a layer of Na+ ions was The temperatureprofile at Haleakala had a "double mesotransporteddownwardby the descending
phaseof the wave pause," similar to the equinox mean profiles observed at
and then neutralizedto form a sporadicNa layer, a process midlatitude by the lidars [see Senft et al., 1994]. The effect
illustrated in the time-resolved model output in Plate 4. of the double mesopauseis a steep temperature gradient
Note that this scenariorequires the wave to cause a large abovethe peak, a relatively unstablecondition. Given that
downward velocity so that the ions are transportedbelow this temperatureprofile representsa large area NW of the
about 95 km, where the rate of atomic Na production Haleakala, the effect of the 10% amplitude wave for a
acceleratesdramatically. Cox and Plane [this issue] have phase of 180ø is shown (Figure 12) to alter the thermal
shownthat the rate of neutralizationof Na + is controlledby profile above 93 km to a supersaturatedlapse rate, likely
the ratio of atomic O to CO2, so that the exact altitude at resultingin convectiveinstabilitiesand associatedenhanced
which this explosive release of Na occurs will be quite turbulence. This turbulent energy was probably also
variable. However, using the Garcia and Solomon [1994] responsiblefor the gradual broadeningof the whole layer,
model, we predict that the sporadicneutral Na layer will where the rms width increased to over 4 kin. In phase
form at 94 km, only about 2 km below that observed(Plate space, this "unstable" condition begins to occur in the 1/4
1). There is then the question of the timescale of the period prior to the downward wind phasenear 95 kin.
Hecht et al. [1997] have identified a case at midlatitude
release. The bottom panel of Figure 4 showsthat the Na
releaseoccurredmostly between-100 and 200 km in phase (also near fall equinox) where the temperatureprofile was
space,correspondingto about 80 min (approximatelyone very similar to that measured at Haleakala. Hecht et al.
wave period). It will be seenin Plate 4 that mostof the Na observed a convective instability event with lidar density
productionoccursin the 40 min after the sporadicE layer and temperatureas well as airglow, simultaneously. The
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Figure 12. A figurewhichdescribes
the meantemperature
profileat Haleakalaasmeasured
by theNa
lidar, 1030-1330 UT (heavy solid curve). The dashedcurve showsthe temperatureprofile for the
phaseequal to 180ø where the lapserate in the 93-97 km altituderegionis highlightedas being
superadiabatic(convectivelyunstable).
wave responsiblefor the breakingphenomenain their case
was a large-amplitudegravity wave. The convectiveinstability can result if the double mesopausestructureexists
and the sharp decreasein temperaturewith altitude exists
above. The doublemesopausetemperatureprofile was the
case describedby Hecht et al. [1997] and was the case as
measured by the Na lidar at Haleakala. Roble and
Shepherd[ 1997] describethe near-equatorialconditionfor
a weak and strong tide. Their study predictsthe second
mesopausepropagatingdownwardin phasereaching95 km
by 1700 LT and 90 km by 2300 LT. Their tidal peak
prediction at 90 km was nearly identical to the altitude of
the peak temperaturemeasuredas a meanbetween2230 LT
and 0100 LT at Haleakala. Their model predictsa lapse

driven mechanismfor the Na enhancement.SE95 reported
that the Na airglow intensityincreasedby about50% across
the wall, from zenith-viewing measurementsmade at 0740
and 0900 UT. This is significantlylower than the increase
in the Na column density,which rangedfrom 75 to 125%
during this time frame (Figure 2). Since the airglow
intensity is proportionalto the productof the Na and 03
concentrations,the only explanationfor this is that the Na
enhancement occurred in ozone-poor air. This argues
againstsimpleredistributionof the existingNa layer and in
favor of the descendingsporadicE layer postulatedabove.
The reasonfor this is that a sporadicE layer containshigh
concentrationsof Fe+ and Mg + ions [e.g., Kopp, 1997].
These ions react at the collision numberwith 03 [ k(Fe+ +

-• s'• at 200 K (R. J. Rollason
rate of-8 K km-• abovethe secondmesopause.
In their 03) = 3 x 10© cm3 molecule
study,it is the LT period between-1900 and 0400 where
the lapse rate conditions are relatively unstableabove 90
km. Given that this strongdiurnal tide conditionexists,we
believe the large-amplitude gravity wave observedevent
perturbed the lapse rate even further, likely producing
convectiveinstability. The absenceof a large andpermanent enhancementto the layer at Haleakala indicateseither
that this postulatedsporadicE layer did not extend all the
way to Maui or thatthe wave itselfhadbecometoo damped
by then to penetrateeffectively above 95 km. Our study
showsthat the later is mostlikely.
Finally, we should consider how the other observed

and J. M. C. Plane, unpublishedwork, 1997) and k(Mg + +

03) = 7 x 10mcm3 molecule
-• s-• [Roweet al., 1981]. The
resultingmetal oxide cationsare rapidly convertedback to
the metal ions by reaction with atomic O [Plane and
Helmer, 1995] and hence set up very efficient catalytic
cyclesthat destroy03. For the caseof the sporadicE layer
used as an example in Plate 4, where the electrondensity

was2 x 105cm-3,thelifetimeof 03 wouldonlybe about3
hours.

Figure 4 summarizes the time histories of the OH
intensitymeasuredby the imager and the Michelson, which
reportedenhancements
of 60 and 85%, respectively.These
parameters
measured
from the aircraftfit with thiswave- factorsare in goodaccordwith the modelpredictionfor the
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OH intensityto increaseby 86% between• (88 km) = 0ø the thermalprofile to go superadiabaticbetween93.5 and
and 180ø. Note, however,thatthereareobviousdifferences 100 km, producingconvectiveoverturningand complete
in the time historiesof the measurements:the Michelson mixing in this regionduringthe wave passage.This is most
observeda reversible enhancement,which peaked at the likely what occurredin the regionNW of Haleakala,where
wall itself at 0815 UT, whereasthe imager observedan the large Na release was observed.Although most of the
intensity increase that started later and did not reverse, observationswere explained by the modeling, there were
similar to the Na columndensity. The OH rotationaltem- severalshortcomings
for the aircraftobservations
including
perature,measuredby the Michelson,increasedby 30% to the following: (1) The Na airglow brightnessincrease
reacha maximumat the wall. This is muchlargerthanthe acrossthe wall at the aircraftwaspredictedto be 125% and
11% increasein the OH-weightedtemperature
predictedby was observedat 50%, (2) the MichelsonOH temperature
the model. A possible,thoughunlikely, explanationfor excursionacrossthe wall waspredictedat 12-18% and was
these apparentdiscrepanciesis that the Michelson was observedat 30%, and (3), the MichelsonOH intensitydid
measuringOH emissionsthat were mostly from a lower not show a stepchangein brightnessacrossthe wall as the
altitude, since this instrumentobservedthe OH (4,2) and imagerdid. Attemptsto explainthesewere describedin the
(3,1) bandsin contrastto the imagerwhichrecordedthe OH discussion, but further study and observationswill be
(5,1) and (6,2) bands. The high-lyingvibrationallevelsof neededin order to fully understandthe detailed physical

OH are populatedby the reactionH + 03 --> OH* + 02, processes.
whereas
thelessexothermic
reaction
HO2+ O•> OH* + 02
Chemical modeling shows that the downward
only populatesthe lowerOH levels. A simplemodelshows
that the H + 03 reactionis about20 timesfasterat 90 km,
but the HO2 + O reactionis a moreimportantsourceof OH
belowabout84 km. The aboveexplanation
is presented
asa
possibility.On the followingnightfrom thatreportedhere,
Taylor et al. [1995b] observeda "step"increasein the OH
airglow brightnessfrom the Michelsonon Haleakala and
imager during another large wave event. The physical
processesresponsiblefor this difference are largely a

displacementof Na+ ions in a descendingsporadicE layer
was most likely to have been the major source of the
sporadicNa. AlthoughNa+ ionshavea lifetime of about5
hoursat 98 km, oncethey are transported
downwardfrom
this altitude, very rapid neutralizationoccursin the 93-94
km altitude region [Cox and Plane, this issue]. The
timescale associatedwith the sporadic layer formation,
which followed the observed OH enhancement, is consis-

tent with the wave transportrequirementsat the higher-

altitude region where the releaseoccurred. This model can
also accountfor the surprisinglysmall increasein the Na
airglow intensity, since ozone would have been substan5. Summary
tially destroyedby catalyticcyclesinvolving metallic ions
such as Fe+ and Mg + in the descendingsporadicE layer.
In summary, a large sporadic Na layer was observed
Finally, it shouldbe notedthat this model, which couples
during the ALOHA campaign on October 9, 1993. The
the physicalprocesses
of gravitywavesandtidal ion layers
layer was initially observed900 km NW of Haleakala, as a
togetherwith the ion-moleculechemistryof sodium,may

mystery.

180%
increase
intheNacolumn
density,
which
occurred
well
provide
ageneral
explanation
forthe
phenomenon
of
simultaneously
with
a
large
increase
in
OH
airglow.
The
low-latitude
sporadic
Na
layers.
leading edge of the sporadiclayer was associatedwith a
large-amplitude atmospheric gravity wave.

The wave

traveled
totheSEat75ms-l,crossing
Haleakala
3.25hours
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and Gardner, this issue]. Satisfactorysimulation of the
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